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Abstract: Speakers use external auditory feedback to monitor their own speech. Feedback distortion
has been found to increase activity in the superior temporal areas. Using fMRI, the present study investigates the neural correlates of processing verbal feedback without distortion. In a blocked design, the
following conditions were presented: (1) overt picture-naming, (2) overt picture-naming while pink
noise was presented to mask external feedback, (3) covert picture-naming, (4) listening to the picture
names (previously recorded from participants’ own voices), and (5) listening to pink noise. The results
show that auditory feedback processing involves a network of different areas related to general performance monitoring and speech-motor control. These include the cingulate cortex and the bilateral
insula, supplementary motor area, bilateral motor areas, cerebellum, thalamus and basal ganglia. Our
ﬁndings suggest that the anterior cingulate cortex, which is often implicated in error-processing and
conﬂict-monitoring, is also engaged in ongoing speech monitoring. Furthermore, in the superior temporal gyrus, we found a reduced response to speaking under normal feedback conditions. This ﬁnding is
interpreted in the framework of a forward model according to which, during speech production, the
sensory consequence of the speech-motor act is predicted to attenuate the sensitivity of the auditory
cortex. Hum Brain Mapp 28:868–879, 2007. V 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Most speakers produce numerous words per second
seemingly without effort or conscious control of the speaking process. Nevertheless, we constantly monitor our own
speech output on aspects such as content, grammaticality,
ﬂuency and volume. Verbal auditory feedback is very important in speech production to assure correct and proper
speech output [Levelt et al., 1999]. When we are listening
to music over headphones such that verbal auditory feedback is attenuated, we may accidentally speak inappropriately loud. Experimentally, the importance of verbal feedback in speaking is revealed, for example, by the profound
effects of delaying auditory feedback [Lee, 1950]. When
our speech is played back at a delay of a few hundred
milliseconds, the ﬂuency of speech becomes severely disrupted (see Yates [1963], for a review).
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In word production, the processing components that are
generally implicated in mapping meaning to sound include
conceptual preparation, lexical and syntactic encoding, phonological encoding and articulation [e.g., Levelt, 1999].
According to one of the most inﬂuential models of speech
production [Levelt, 1989; Levelt et al., 1999], speakers selfperceive their internally and overtly produced speech (internal and external monitoring). The model postulates that
self-monitoring is a centrally controlled process with limited
capacity, which evaluates the quality of the speech by
means of the speech comprehension process. The speech
comprehension system, used for understanding speech of
others, also subserves verbal self-monitoring. The abstract
phonological code is presumably used for internal monitoring. The acoustic speech signal of one’s own voice serves as
input for the external monitoring, the focus of the present
study. This has the advantage that no separate speech perception component has to be postulated. Listening to one’s
own voice appears to rely indeed on the same areas of the
temporal cortex as listening to someone else’s voice [McGuire
et al., 1996; Price et al., 1996; Wise et al., 1999], suggesting an
important role for speech comprehension in the processing
of verbal feedback. Nevertheless, the neural correlates of normal ongoing verbal self-monitoring are not well deﬁned. The
purpose of the current study is to shed more light on a crucial aspect of self-monitoring in speech: the neural basis of
verbal feedback processing.
Note that self-monitoring is an intrinsic part of every
verbal task we carry out and it always plays a role in studies concerning aspects of speech production [Aleman et al.,
2005; Schiller et al., 2006; Wheeldon and Levelt, 1995]. Every time we overtly produce a word we present ourselves
with auditory input as well, which means that we not only
engage speech production processes but also auditory
speech comprehension. Although these aspects are often
difﬁcult to disentangle, for external feedback they are
addressed in the present study.
In their meta-analysis on the neural correlates of picture
naming, Indefrey and Levelt [2004] suggested that regions
were involved in the external loop of self-monitoring if
they were reliably found to be activated in word listening
tasks and were more strongly activated in experiments
involving overt responses. This was the case for the bilateral superior temporal gyri (STG). More direct evidence on
the areas involved in processing verbal feedback comes
from studies, which manipulated auditory feedback. Here,
authors assumed that the modulation of verbal feedback
engages the self-monitoring process more strongly. For
instance, McGuire et al. [1996] conducted a positron emission tomography (PET) study, in which participants read
aloud single words. Increased activity was reported in the
right STG, and a weaker similar left-sided activity when
feedback was modulated by pitch distortion or by playing
the voice of the experimenter rather than the participant’s
own voice. In contrast, no STG activity was found in a
PET study during articulation of common sentences
[Hirano et al., 1996]. However, in a later study, feedback
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was manipulated by ﬁltering and delaying the verbal output, which resulted in more bilateral activation of the STG
[Hirano et al., 1997]. More recently, using fMRI, Hashimoto and Sakai [2003] reported more activation in the temporo–parietal regions for delayed auditory feedback conditions than for normal feedback.
On the basis of these studies, it seems that regions in the
STG are involved in processing verbal feedback and therefore these regions support the self-monitoring component
of speech production. It is, however, important to consider
that in these studies more activity is found for modulated
feedback, i.e. when the auditory signal was distorted,
replaced, or delayed, compared to normal feedback. Since
this ‘‘abnormal’’ feedback might induce compensatory
processing, it is not entirely clear whether these ﬁndings
are informative to normal feedback processing. Furthermore, in a number of the above-mentioned studies, participants may have heard their own voice conducted through
the skull bone together with the manipulated feedback,
which may have rendered the actual auditory input very
complex. Since previous studies assessed the consequence
of feedback distortion rather than normal ongoing processing, the role of the STG in feedback processing remains
unclear.
There is also some discrepancy with a different body of
research in which auditory feedback processing has been
associated with suppression of activity in the temporal cortices. A number of MEG and ERP studies showed reduced
and delayed N100 responses in the auditory regions of the
temporal cortices during speech production, in comparison
to listening to played-back speech or altered feedback
[Curio et al., 2000; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Houde
et al., 2002; Numminen and Curio, 1999]. In the monkey
auditory cortex, self-initiated vocalization resulted in suppression of neural discharges in single neurons [Eliades
and Wang, 2003].
An important function of the ongoing monitoring process is to detect, intercept, and correct speech production
errors [e.g., Hartsuiker and Kolk, 2001; Postma, 2000;
Schiller, 2005; Schiller and De Ruiter, 2004]. In studies
involving EEG, the error-related negativity, known from
action monitoring [e.g., Holroyd and Coles, 2002], has
been shown to be generated in verbal errors as well
[Masaki et al., 2001; Ganushchak and Schiller, in press].
Therefore, it is likely that verbal self-monitoring is, at least
partly, not a language-speciﬁc process, but relies on general performance monitoring instead. The idea that general
executive functioning is important for verbal monitoring is
in accordance with the assumption in Levelt’s model that
verbal self-monitoring relies on controlled processing
[Levelt, 1989]. In action monitoring studies, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) activity has been interpreted as reﬂecting
error processing, monitoring of conﬂicting responses, or
performance monitoring [e.g., Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter
et al. 1998; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a] and more general as
activity monitoring [Schneider and Chein, 2003] or effortful
processing [Mulert et al., 2005]. Although its exact function
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is still a matter of debate, the cingulate cortex has previously been implicated in (overt) word production [e.g.,
Barch et al., 2000; Kan and Thompson-Schill, 2004; Shuster
and Lemieux, 2005] and has been implicated in identiﬁcation of self-generated speech [Allen et al., 2005]. Although
the present study does not address speech production
error detection and correction, even single word production, without errors or conﬂict, might engage performance
monitoring in speech production. Therefore, we expected
more activity in the ACC when feedback is present under
normal circumstances than when it is not.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the neural correlates of verbal feedback in speaking. We tried to
tease apart as much as possible the functional neuroanatomy of speaking, listening and auditory verbal feedback
by using ﬁve experimental conditions. We used a standard
picture-naming task in which the participants were asked
to name the presented pictures. In the two crucial conditions, participants named the pictures aloud, but in one
condition, perception of their own voice was masked by
pink noise. In contrast to previous studies, auditory feedback was prevented rather than changed. Pink noise was
presented at a high volume to effectively mask external
feedback and speech conducted through the skull bone. As
a consequence of the noise, the auditory input was not
completely comparable between these conditions in terms
of complexity and volume. It has been demonstrated that
some areas in the temporal cortex show preference for
speech-like stimuli [e.g., Belin et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2000;
Vouloumanos et al., 2001]. Therefore, we presented two
control conditions in which the participants listened to either their own prerecorded voice or to the pink noise.
Finally, we included a covert picture-naming condition, in
which no articulation takes place, to assess the comparability of covert and overt speech. A common assumption
behind using covert speech is that it involves all the processes and their neural correlates of overt speech with the
exception of the ﬁnal motor execution. Differences between
overt and covert speech have been reported, however, that
may relate to linguistic or cognitive control [Munhall,
2001], and the use of covert speech as substitute for overtnaming has been questioned [e.g., Barch et al., 1999;
Gracco et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2001].
The picture-naming task used in this study involves all
the core components of word production and has often
been used in behavioral and imaging studies [e.g., Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Price et al., 2005; Van Turennout
et al., 2003]. However, due to the problems concerning
motion and other artifacts associated with speaking in the
scanner, only recently have fMRI studies used overt
speech in fMRI [e.g., Barch et al., 2000; De Zubicaray et al.,
2001; Kan and Thompson-Schill, 2004; Palmer et al., 2001;
Shuster and Lemieux, 2005]. In this study, we used overt
speech in combination with a clustered acquisition protocol [e.g., De Zubicaray, 2001; Jäncke et al., 2002; Van Atteveldt et al., 2004] for stimulus presentation and speech
production to take place in the silent interval between
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scans. By avoiding scanning during speaking, a considerable reduction in motion-related artifacts is achieved [Birn
et al., 2004; Gracco et al., 2005]. An important advantage
was that the auditory input (real time feedback or prerecorded voices and noise) was not interfered with EPI noise
and that verbal responses could be recorded.
In summary, we aim to assess the neural correlates of
auditory feedback processing by masking auditory feedback in an overt-naming paradigm.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Fourteen healthy volunteers (5 male, 9 female, mean age
24) without any history of neurological or psychiatric disease participated in this study. They were right-handed
according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [Oldﬁeld, 1971]. All participants were undergraduate or graduate students at Maastricht University, native speakers of
Dutch and had no history of hearing- or language-related
problems. All participants gave their written informed
consent. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center of Nijmegen, The
Netherlands.

Experimental Procedure and Material
In a blocked design, we presented ﬁve different task
conditions, which alternated with a ﬁxation condition. Of
main interest were two overt picture-naming conditions:
naming without pink noise when participants could hear
their voices (PNvoice) and naming with the presentation
of loud masking pink noise during the response (PNnoise)
to mask the participants’ own voice during picture-naming. Furthermore, a covert-naming condition (PNcovert)
was presented in which participants internally generated a
picture name. Finally, two control conditions were presented in which the auditory input was similar to the picture-naming conditions: both the participants’ voice (LISvoice) and the pink noise (LISnoise) were presented, but
participants were not required to give a naming response.
Each experimental block consisted of ﬁve trials of one
condition and lasted 20 s. During the ﬁxation blocks, a
symbolic instruction was presented visually to instruct the
condition of the upcoming experimental block. The duration of a ﬁxation block was 16 s; twelve seconds after the
onset of the presentation of a ﬁxation cross, the instruction
picture was presented for 2 s, followed by the ﬁxation
cross (2 s). The conditions were presented in ﬁve functional runs. Each run consisted of 15 experimental task
blocks that alternated with ﬁxation blocks. The 15 experimental blocks consisted of three repetitions of each condition (i.e. totally 15 repetitions of each condition per participant). The block order was pseudo-random, different for
each run and the same for each participant. Run order was
counterbalanced across participants.
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In all conditions, pictures were presented for 1,000 ms,
with an onset of 100 ms after the beginning of the silent
delay between volume acquisitions. There were 2,250 ms of
silence before the next volume was acquired in which the
participants responded (Fig. 1). A ﬁxation cross was presented immediately before picture onset and during ﬁxation
conditions. Twenty-ﬁve pictures were selected from the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics database consisting of simple white-on-black line drawings (Fig. 1B and
Fig. S1 in the supplementary material). The same pictures
served equally often in each condition across runs. Picture
names corresponded to mono- and bisyllabic words consisting of 3.7 phonemes on average. They were of relatively
high word frequency (mean ¼ 231 occurrences per one million words, CELEX database [Baayen et al., 1995]) and had
high name agreement (mean ¼ 99%; the percentage in
which a given picture solicited the same name across participants, pre-tested in a pilot study).
The masking noise sound presented in PNnoise and
LISnoise consisted of 1.5 s of digital mono recording of
pink noise (1993, Sound Check Productions, A. Parson and
S. Court). Presentation of noise started 400 ms after the picture onset. Therefore, the noise masked responses occurring
between 400 and 1900 ms after picture onset. Typically, picture-naming takes 600 ms [e.g., Indefrey and Levelt, 2004].
In the two control conditions (LISvoice, LISnoise), a
scrambled picture was presented on screen and the auditory stimulus was presented using the same timing as the
PNnoise condition. For the LISnoise condition, the same
pink noise recording was used as in the PNnoise condition.
The scrambled pictures were derived from the intact picture stimuli, which were spatially distorted by applying a
distorting wave ﬁlter (Adobe Photoshop software 7.0), which
transforms nonlinearly horizontal and vertical lines into sinusoidal patterns. See Figure 1B for examples. Distorted pictures were presented to prevent participants from automatically generating the name of the pictures; otherwise, processing in the listening conditions might become very similar to
the speech production conditions. In the two listening conditions, the participants were instructed not to generate any
names but to just passively listen to the auditory stimuli.
For the LISvoice condition unique material for each participant was recorded. During a picture-naming session
that took place separately and prior to the scanning session, a digital recording was made in a soundproof booth
in which participants named the pictures several times.
For each word, samples were selected in which pronunciation was clear, which contained no speech errors or which
obviously deviated from the other samples. Clicks were
removed if necessary. This resulted in 25 audio stimuli for
each subject (44.1 kHz, 16 bits, mono), with an average duration of 490 ms.
In the picture-naming conditions, participants were
required to name pictures as quickly and accurately as
possible. Participants were instructed not to be concerned
with audibility to minimize speech-related movement; they
were told not to over-articulate or speak loudly. Further-
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more, they were made aware of the automatic tendency to
increase the loudness of their voice in the presence of
noise (Lombard effect [Lane and Tranel, 1971]) and
instructed to speak at the same volume throughout the
experiment. Finally, in the covert picture-naming condition
(PNcovert), the participants were asked to internally generate the picture name without producing it aloud or moving their lips.
Because of individual differences in voice and sensitivity
to sound, the volume for presentation of the auditory stimuli was determined separately for each participant before
the actual scanning started. After being placed in the scanner, participants received trials of the PNnoise condition.
The volume of the noise was gradually increased until participants reported they could no longer hear themselves
(between 92 and 108 dB SPL, 105 dB SPL on average).
After a number of trials on the set level they were asked
again whether they could hear themselves to check their
judgment. Next, the volume of the picture names was
tested by presenting the LISvoice condition. Participants
were asked whether or not the volume was similar to
hearing their own voice. If necessary, the attenuation of
these stimuli was increased or decreased. A few trials of
the remaining LISnoise, PNvoice and PNcovert conditions
were presented to the participant to serve as practice. During each run, a digital audio recording was made of the
participants’ verbal responses.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging Procedure
Imaging was performed on a 3 T whole-body system
(Magnetom Trio, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany), using a standard head coil. Functional volumes
were acquired using a T2*-weighted echoplanar sequence
with BOLD contrast (27 transversal-oblique slices, TR ¼ 4 s,
TE ¼ 30 ms, FA ¼ 908, FoV ¼ 224 mm2, slice thickness ¼
4.5 mm, no interslice distance, matrix ¼ 64  64  27, voxel
size ¼ 3.5  3.5  4.5 mm3, phase encoding direction ¼
A>P). Volume scanning time was 1.75 s and the interscan
gap was 2.25 s. A total of 705 volumes were acquired
for each participant in 5 runs of 141 volumes each. The ﬁrst
two volumes of every run were discarded to account for
the T1 saturation effect. High-resolution anatomical volumes
(voxel size 1  1  1 mm3) were acquired using a T1weighted 3D MP-RAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid
acquisition gradient echo) sequence (192 sagittal slices,
TR ¼ 2.3 s, TE ¼ 3.93 ms).
Participants were placed comfortably in the scanner and
their heads were ﬁxated with the headset and foam pads.
Mounted on the head coil was a mirror through which
participants could see the stimuli projected on a screen
placed outside the scanner.
Auditory stimuli were presented with a MR-compatible
Intercom Commander XG MRI Audio System from Resonance Technologies. The sound from this system is transduced by a two-way stereo headset that also serves as ear
defender. The headset is air tube driven for the lower fre-
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Figure 1.
Stimulation protocol. Illustrated are the timing of task and stimuli and how stimulus presentation
and response generation takes place in the interval between volume acquisitions. [Color ﬁgure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
quencies in combination with a nonmagnetic piezo tweeter.
Albeit wearing the headset, during speaking with normal
feedback, participants were able to hear their own voice.
Prior to scanning, the volume of the noise was set individually via the audio system and the voice stimuli were attenuated for an individually set amount. An audio recording
was made for each run with a microphone attached to the
headset and a separate computer. Trial presentation was
synchronized with MR data acquisition by triggering each
trial with an MR pulse.

Data Analyses
Anatomical and functional images were analyzed using
BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). The preprocessing steps of the functional images
were slice scan time correction, linear trend removal, temporal high-pass ﬁltering (0.00539 Hz), 3D head-movement
assessment, and correction by using rigid body transformations. The estimated translation and rotation parameters
were inspected and never exceeded 1 mm or degree. Preprocessed functional time-series were coregistered with the
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within-session anatomical 3-D dataset using position parameters from the scanner and manual adjustment. They
were then transformed into Talairach space [Talairach and
Tournoux, 1988]. Preprocessed and Talairach-normalized
functional volume time-series were used for the statistical
analysis.
Group statistical maps were obtained with a voxel-byvoxel two level (hierarchical) random effect analysis of the
BOLD-response time courses. At the ﬁrst-level, a general
linear model (GLM) of the experiment was computed, using
separate predictors per participant and condition. The predictor time courses were adjusted for the hemodynamic
response delay by convolution with a hemodynamic response function [Boynton et al., 1996]. At the second level,
group contrast (t) maps were obtained based on the parameter estimates (betas) derived from the ﬁrst level analysis.
The crucial contrast of interest was between PNvoice and
PNnoise. In these two conditions, the only difference was
whether participants could hear their own verbal output or
whether their speech was masked by noise instead. Randomeffect maps were thresholded based on a three-dimensional
extension of the randomization procedure described in
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During debrieﬁng, participants were asked again
whether or not they were able to hear their own voice during the PNnoise condition. Most participants reported that
they had not heard their own voice at all. Four participants reported they were not absolutely sure whether or
not they might have heard their own voice. However,
these four participants indicated that they had difﬁculty in
distinguishing actual perceived speech feedback from their
inner speech. On the basis of noise volume and subjects’
self-report, it can be concluded that the masking of both
external and skull conducted speech was successful.

FMRI Results
Overt speaking
Figure 2.
Picture-naming against baseline. Group-averaged random effect
activation maps are superimposed on an inﬂated MNI template
brain. On the inﬂated template, light and dark gray regions indicate gyri and sulci, respectively. Color indicates t-value: t(13)
>4.5 to >8 (red to yellow), positive activity. CS ¼ central sulcus; STS ¼ superior temporal sulcus; IFS ¼ inferior frontal sulcus; CG ¼ cingulate gyrus. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Forman et al. [1995]. First, a voxel-level threshold was set
at t ¼ 3.0 (P < 0.01, uncorrected). Thresholded maps were
then submitted to a whole-brain correction criterion based
on the estimate of the map’s spatial smoothness and on an
iterative procedure for estimating cluster-level false-positive rates. After 1,000 iterations, maps were applied to the
minimum cluster size threshold, which yielded a corrected
cluster-level false-positive rate (a) of 5%. The same cluster
size threshold was applied to the conjunction analyses,
which were based on the minimum statistic. Group data
are projected on the anatomical brain template of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI).

RESULTS
Behavioral Results
During scanning, participants’ responses were recorded
and checked for correctness in the overt conditions and for
lack of any responses in the covert and listening conditions. None of the participants reported to have problems
in following or remembering the block instructions. Very
few errors were made (0.02% of the trials). Nevertheless,
the recordings showed that one participant gave overt
responses in one of the covert blocks. The corresponding
run was discarded from further analyses (i.e. only four runs
were taken into account for this participant). The audiorecordings furthermore indicated that, in the PNnoise conditions, the pink noise covered the duration of the verbal
responses and that the responses were of the same volume
in the PNvoice and PNnoise conditions.
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Figure 2 illustrates the overall pattern of brain activity
for overt speech against baseline, the basic condition of
this experiment (PNvoice). As expected, many areas in the
brain are involved in object recognition and the production
of single words. Areas were bilaterally activated and
included the superior and middle temporal cortices, the inferior frontal gyrus (more extensive on the left), the precentral gyrus, the mid and anterior cingulate cortex, superior parietal lobe, occipital lobe, insula, the supplementary
motor area (SMA), and subcortical regions including the
thalamus and the cerebellum.

Verbal feedback
The contrast between picture-naming under normal and
masked feedback conditions (PNvoice > PNnoise) revealed
clusters of stronger activity for normal feedback in a number of different areas (Table I and Fig. 3B). Large clusters
were revealed bilaterally in the insula and the ACC (Fig.
3A). The SMA and the bilateral precentral gyri were also
activated more strongly when normal feedback was present. Furthermore, a number of subcortical areas responded
stronger when feedback was present: the thalamus, the basal ganglia, the cerebellum and the pons. In Figure 3C, the
average time courses are plotted for the ACC and the right
insula. The average BOLD response indicates that, in the
ACC and the insula, the response to both overt speech
conditions is stronger than to the listening control conditions. However, the amount of activity is modulated in
relation to the normal feedback condition. Especially in the
ACC, the time courses show that for the PNnoise condition the average BOLD response initially goes up in parallel to the PNvoice condition but drops down earlier. This
pattern suggests that activity is initially similar for both
conditions, but it is not sustained when monitoring of auditory feedback is prevented.
Since PNvoice and PNnoise differ not only in the presence of verbal feedback but also in acoustic quality and intensity of the auditory input, one could argue that the
results we found are due to differences in auditory input,
i.e., between hearing noise and hearing one’s own voice.
We therefore tested the sensitivity of the regions that were
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TABLE I. Talairach coordinates of regions involved in
auditory feedback processing, revealed by contrasting
PNvoice with PNnoise, vice versa, and the signiﬁcance
(P < 0.05, corrected) of these regions in the conjunction
between PNvoice > PNnoise and PNvoice > LISvoice
Side

X

Y

Z

ta

Conjunctionb

PNvoice > PNnoise
Anterior CC
CC/GFd (SMA)
Pons
Thalamus
Anterior insula
Precentral gyrus
Fusiform gyrus
Cerebellum
STS/MTG
Anterior insula
Precentral gyrus
Lingual gyrus
Cerebellum
NL

R
R
R
R
R
L
L
L
L
L

0
1
2
1
37
49
28
29
49
40
42
10
15
27

8
9
17
15
7
9
34
54
25
2
21
68
53
10

35
46
31
9
11
30
14
13
2
9
41
7
15
5

5.7
5.9
5.6
4.6
6.2
6.2
5.7
6.4
5.4
6.5
6.0
6.0
5.2
5.5

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

PNnoise > Pnvoice
STG
STG
STG

R
R
L

51
57
41

18
30
28

8
12
7

5.5
4.9
4.1

Region

Yes
Yes
Yes

CC ¼ cingulate cortex; GFd (SMA) ¼ gyrus frontalis medialis
(supplementary motor area); STG ¼ superior temporal gyrus;
STS/MTG ¼ superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus;
NL¼ nucleus lentiformus.
The position of each region is given as the Talairach coordinates
of the centre of mass of the suprathreshold clusters of the random
effects group analyses.
a
The t-value indicates the peak statistical value for the cluster.
b
The conjunction column marks whether the cluster was signiﬁcantly activated in the conjunction of [PNvoice > PNnoise \
PNvoice > LISvoice].

modulated by the presence of verbal feedback to differences in auditory input. In a region-of-interest analysis on
the region reported in Table I, the contrast LISvoice >
LISnoise was tested. We found that there were no signiﬁcant differences in response to the two listening control
conditions in any region, with the exception of the thalamus [t(13) ¼ 4.1, P < 0.002] and a region in the right MTG
[t(13) ¼ 3.6, P < 0.004], discussed below (see also Fig.
3C,E). Areas modulated by the presence of feedback during speaking were generally not activated differently to
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auditory noise or speech input. The overall pattern of activity for the two listening conditions against baseline and
the contrast map of LISvoice versus LISnoise are illustrated
in the supplementary material.
Based on previous research [e.g., Indefrey and Levelt,
2004; McGuire et al., 1996], we expected a substantial role
for the STG. In this area, less activity rather than more activity was revealed in the bilateral STG, when feedback
was present, by the contrast PNnoise > PNvoice. This
cluster is illustrated in Figure 3D. Because of properties of
skull bone conduction and middle ear muscle contraction,
listening to self-produced speech while speaking (PNvoice)
and listening to a recording of one’s own voice (LISvoice)
are perceptually not completely identical. Although some
caution is therefore warranted in interpreting the reduced
activity in the STG, note that the average BOLD response
is similarly high in all other conditions involving auditory
input (PNnoise, LISvoice, LISnoise), even though the
recorded speech was presented at a lower volume than the
noise (Fig. 3E, top graph). Moreover, in the region-of-interest
analysis, the difference between listening conditions was not
signiﬁcant. It is, therefore, unlikely that the reduced response is
related to differences in auditory input.
Interestingly, in the right middle superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus (STS/MTG), inferior to the area
associated with reduced response, a small cluster was more
active for PNvoice than PNnoise (Fig. 3D, right panel). The
graph in Figure 3E shows that this region responds strongly
to PNvoice, and (less strongly) to PNnoise and LISvoice,
but not to LISnoise. Previously, the MTG has been implicated in semantic processing, albeit especially on the left
side [Vandenberghe et al., 1996]. Possibly this pattern
reﬂects the activation of semantic representations necessary
for both speech production and comprehension.

Conjunctions
Conjunction analyses may help distinguish areas involved
in feedback processing that are associated strongly to
speech production from those that are associated strongly
to speech perception and auditory processing.
First we combined the contrast of PNvoice > PNnoise
with PNvoice > LISvoice. This conjunction revealed those
areas that are more strongly activated when feedback is
present and more strongly when producing speech than
when listening to speech. Areas that were activated in

Figure 3.
The comparison of speaking with normal and masked feedback. response of the voxels belonging to the clusters marked in (A);
(A) Group-averaged random effect activation maps are superim- (D) Group-averaged random effect activation maps are superimposed on a MNI template brain (colors indicates t-value). (B) posed on a MNI template brain (color indicates t-value). (E) Time
Group results are superimposed on an inﬂated MNI template courses of the average BOLD response (in percent signal change)
brain. (C) Time courses of the average BOLD response (in per- during each of the ﬁve condition for regions in the STG (purple)
cent signal chance) during each of the ﬁve conditions for regions and the STS/MTG (orange). Bars denote standard errors. The avin the ACC (blue) and the right insula (green). Bars denote stand- erage time courses represent the average response of the voxels
ard errors. The average time courses represent the average belonging to the clusters marked in (D).
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also more active for overt as compared to covert-naming.
There were no clusters signiﬁcantly more activated for
covert picture-naming. In Figure 4, the overall pattern of
activity of PNcovert against baseline is shown together
with the contrast of PNovert > PNcovert. The ﬁgure illustrates the large difference in responsiveness of the BOLD
signal in the two conditions.

DISCUSSION

Figure 4.
Covert picture-naming against baseline (blue) and the contrast
between overt- and covert-naming (green). Group-averaged random effect activation maps are superimposed on an inﬂated MNI
template brain. Color indicates t-value: t(13) >4.5 to >8 (light
to dark), positive activity. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
speech perception only are now excluded. The analysis
revealed many clusters in the same areas reported earlier,
including the ACC, insulae, motor areas, and the subcortical areas. These areas are marked in Table I.
In the second conjunction, we combined the contrast of
PNvoice > PNnoise with LISvoice > LISnoise. Including
the latter contrast in the conjunction restricts signiﬁcant
clusters to those that are selectively more active to complex
auditory input, such as speech, than to noise. The conjunction therefore revealed those areas that are involved in feedback processing but mainly respond to the difference in auditory input (speech versus noise), thus focusing on the
comprehension part of feedback processing. In this conjunction, there were no signiﬁcantly activated areas (the cluster
in the STS/MTG mentioned earlier was not signiﬁcant
because regions of the separate simple contrasts did not
completely overlap). Combined, the results of these conjunctions indicate that feedback-masking mainly modulated
areas related to speech production.

Covert versus overt speaking
Overall there was a large difference in magnitude of the
BOLD signal in the overt- and covert-naming conditions.
Comparison of PNcovert against baseline revealed active
regions in the cingulate cortex, SMA, precentral gyri, superior parietal lobule, occipital lobe and cerebellum. The contrast of PNvoice > PNcovert revealed extensive clusters in
many areas including articulation-related areas such as the
bilateral precentral gyri, the thalamus, and the basal ganglia extending into the bilateral insulae. Clusters in the
bilateral superior and middle temporal gyri, the anterior
and mid cingulate cortex extending into the SMA were

r

This study examined the neurocognitive correlates of
verbal feedback processing by using normal and auditorily
masked feedback conditions. The results show that auditory feedback processing involves a network of different
areas related to general performance monitoring and
speech-motor planning and control, including the cingulate
cortex, the bilateral insulae, SMA, bilateral motor areas,
thalamus, cerebellum and basal ganglia. As expected, we
found modulation of activity in areas almost all of which
are reliably found in overt speech production [Indefrey
and Levelt, 2004]. In most areas, the masking of feedback
(PNnoise) was associated with a reduction in activity in
comparison to the normal feedback condition (PNvoice).
Although speech output was the same in PNvoice and
PNnoise, the modulation of response in the cerebellum,
motor cortex and SMA suggests a difference in speechmotor activity between the two conditions. As mentioned
earlier, there is evidence that speakers immediately adjust
their speech output, such as its volume, to external circumstances. Houde and Jordan [1998] report, for instance, that
altering the quality of feedback induces compensatory
changes such as in the production of vowels during alteration of perceived formants. Our data therefore indicate a
network of areas that acts on auditory input to adjust
speech-motor planning. When feedback processing is possible and output-adjustment takes place based on this
feedback, there is more activity in areas related to speechmotor planning and programming. The conjunction analyses suggest that most areas that are modulated by external
feedback are indeed involved in speech production rather
than comprehension. In other words, the pattern of results
we found strongly suggests that even in simple overt picture-naming, the auditory speech input is processed continuously to adjust speech-motor planning.
We furthermore found strong responses to speech with
external feedback of two areas that have previously been
reported to be activated in a range of different tasks, i.e.,
the ACC and the bilateral insulae. This suggests that
speech-monitoring largely depends on language nonspeciﬁc areas. The ACC, usually associated with response inhibition and conﬂict monitoring [e.g., Botvinick et al., 2004;
Ridderinkhof et al., 2004b], is apparently also engaged in
ongoing speech-monitoring. The modulation of ACC activity is noteworthy, since it is unlikely that response conﬂict
was present in our task, and certainly no reason for conﬂict to be higher in the feedback condition than in the
masked-feedback condition. Therefore, our results suggest
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that the ACC may serve quite a general monitoring function: the continuous monitoring of output performance.
Our design allowed for the study of ongoing performance
monitoring without increasing task difﬁculty or conﬂict,
and the data show that the ACC is involved in this.
Other regions that respond strongly in the presence of feedback are the bilateral anterior insular cortices. The exact function of the insula is unclear, since activity has been reported
in many different studies. It is involved in affective processing, pain perception [Craig, 2002], in the introspective awareness of heart beat [Critchley et al., 2004] and in monitoring the
sensory environment [Linden et al., 1999]. The insula is also
implicated in speech production, although its exact role there
is a matter of debate [Shuster and Lemieux, 2005]. Nevertheless, the bilateral anterior insulae are reliably activated in
word production [Indefrey and Levelt, 2004]. The left anterior
insula furthermore has not only been related to articulatory
speech programming [Dronkers, 1996] and to automatization
of lexical retrieval [Van Turennout et al., 2000], but also to auditory speech processing and verbal working memory
[Augustine, 1996]. Ackermann and Riecker [2004] suggested
that the anterior insular cortex is involved in speech-motor
control because they found no activity in covert speech. Similarly, we did not ﬁnd strong activity in the insula in the covert-naming condition. Processing verbal feedback requires the
integration of information from auditory areas and ﬁne
adjustment of motor processing. The insulae are well-connected with reciprocal connections to the ACC and the orbitofrontal cortex and extensive unilateral efferent connections to
motor areas. Afferent input comes from both somatosensory
as well as auditory areas [Augustine, 1996]. Therefore, it
seems that the insulae are ideally suited for on-line adjustment of speech-motor processing. We suggest that in our
study this happened on the basis of verbal feedback.
Based on previous studies, we expected that the STG
would be important for the processing of feedback [e.g.,
Indefrey and Levelt, 2004]. Our results indicate, however,
that its role might be different than previously suggested
[Hirano et al., 1997; McGuire et al., 1996]. We found no
evidence that the STG is more activated when the feedback
was present than when it was masked. Rather, in this area,
we found relatively small clusters that showed the opposite pattern. The presence of feedback resulted in reduced
activity bilaterally, most notably in the right STG relative
to all other conditions where auditory input was present.
This is in accordance with studies that report a reduced
and delayed MEG or ERP signal when speaking [Curio
et al., 2000; Houde et al., 2002; Numminen and Curio,
1999]. It may be possible that we observed the BOLD
equivalent of this attenuation to the response to auditory
feedback when speaking. Interestingly, using fMRI we
were able to show that this attenuation is relatively localized because just inferior to this region the presence of
feedback during overt speech is related to a relatively
stronger BOLD signal in the right STS/MTG.
A plausible framework to explain the modulation of the
activity in the STG in the normal feedback condition is

r

r

that the activity is attenuated by a forward or priming
mechanism [e.g., Ford et al., 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al.,
2005; Houde et al., 2002; Martikainen et al., 2005; Numminen and Curio, 1999; Paus et al., 1996]. The auditory cortex
is primed for a change in the input that is about to occur
due to one’s own speech production. An efference copy, a
copy of the motor commands, is used to predict the sensory
consequence and when it matches the actual input, it is
used to attenuate the response. In analogy to motor control
theory [e.g., Blakemore et al., 1998; Wolpert et al., 1995), it
is assumed that the comparison between prediction and
actual sensory feedback makes it possible to distinguish the
sensory consequences of our actions from sensory signals
due to changes in the outside world. In evidence, different
rates of whispering affected cerebral blood ﬂow in the secondary auditory cortex even though auditory input was
masked [Paus et al., 1996]. In the absence of different auditory input, the modulation of the auditory cortex may have
been mediated by a feedback mechanism in this study.
This forward model framework provides a straightforward explanation for the discrepancy between our results
and some of the previous PET and fMRI studies that found
strong STG activity as a consequence of feedback modulation. Since these studies all manipulated verbal feedback in
one way or another, this presumably reduced the match
between expected and actual feedback. Consequently, there
was no response attenuation to the voice during speaking in
the manipulated conditions, resulting in stronger STG activity. This explanation provides an alternative account for the
lack of STG activity reported by Hirano et al. [1996] when
comparing reading aloud short sentences and syllables to
the resting baseline. Hirano et al. [1997] suggested that no
speech-monitoring takes place for speaking of familiar sentences to explain the lack of STG activity in that study. This
seems unlikely, since in our study only single high-frequency words were produced. Possibly, in their study, feedback-related response reduction and activation cancelled
each other out, since only a small area of the STG showed
the reduced response, and immediately inferior in the STS/
MTG, at least in the right hemisphere, the opposite pattern
occurs. This account also provides an alternative to the suggestion that more activity in the STG for a feedback manipulation condition reﬂects more self-monitoring in this condition [McGuire et al., 1996]. It is possible that external feedback was not recognized as being self-produced anymore,
and therefore not attenuated. Note that even though our
interpretation of the data slightly differs from McGuire et al.
[1996], our data are in general compatible with theirs. We
found active clusters in some of the areas in which McGuire
et al. [1996] reported decreases in conditions of distorted
feedback (the left ACC, the SMA) and alien feedback (trends
in the left putamen and insula). Similar to our study, these
areas were more active during normal feedback than when
feedback could not be clearly perceived. It appears that the
STG is involved in feedback-processing and that it has an
important role in distinguishing between self-produced and
external speech.
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Functional imaging studies not only reported much
greater BOLD responses during overt speech than during
covert speech in many brain regions, but different patterns
of activity as well [Huang et al., 2001; Shuster and
Lemieux, 2005]. In our study, quite large differences
between overt and covert picture-naming were observed.
There was also a large difference in magnitude of the
BOLD signal, which made the two conditions difﬁcult to
compare so that any qualitative differences between overt
and covert conditions cannot easily be assessed. Nevertheless, these results cast further doubt on the comparability of covert to overt production [Huang et al., 2001;
Shuster and Lemieux, 2005]. Moreover, our study showed
that differences in auditory feedback, a fundamental aspect of speech monitoring, which is in itself a core aspect
of speech production, gives rise to the modulation of activity in a large network of interconnected areas in the
brain. The lack of auditory feedback is not taken into
account when covert speech production is employed to
study the neural correlates of speech. Taken together, the
large difference in magnitude of the BOLD signal
between overt and covert conditions and the continuous
interaction between verbal feedback and speaking indicates that covert-naming may not address normal speech
production.
To conclude, we found that in the superior temporal
gyrus the response to feedback during speaking is
reduced, suggesting that this area is important for distinguishing self-produced from alien speech. Our data demonstrate that feedback processing engages a network of
cortical and subcortical areas, which reﬂects the continuous monitoring of our verbal output on factors like content, quality, pitch and intensity, and acts accordingly
through continuous adjustment of the speech-motor plans.
Especially the bilateral insulae and the ACC appear to be
the core regions of this network.
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